HEY....
Jacob just moved from one city in Wisconsin to another. Lucy hides her shyness by caring for a dog named Lambeau. Roberto is still looking for a friend at his new school. And Hana wants to belong just as much as the others do.

Did You Know....
When the four of them join Badger State Buddies 4-H they try out new hobbies and help solve each other’s problems. But when an emergency happens in their town, will they be ready to handle it?

ORDER NOW
FOR DELIVERY THIS SUMMER

Order your book for $6 at http://fonndulac.uwex.edu/bsb

This soft-cover book by a Wisconsin author and illustrator is 84 pages.

Wisconsin 4-H Foundation receives $1 from the sale of each book.

Celebrate the Wisconsin 4-H Centennial with this story about 3rd and 4th graders learning to belong – and be independent, too.

Go to http://fonndulac.uwex.edu/bsb for information on

- Taking part in “Wisconsin 4-H Reads” Month
- Promoting 4-H using this book
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